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Abstract
In the near future NASA
intends to explore various
regions of our solar system using robotic devices such
as rovers, spacecraft, airplanes, and/or balloons. Such
platforms will carry imagingdevices, and a variety of
analytical instruments intended to evaluate the chemical and mineralogical nature of the environment(s)that
they encounter. The imaging and/or spectroscopic devices will acquire tremendous volumesof data. The
communicationband-widths are restrictive enough so
that only a small portion of these data can actually be
sent to Earth.
The aim of this research was to develop a systemwhich
analyses rock spectra to automatically determinewhich
spectra are interesting, and to compressthe spectral
data for communicationto Earth. In the research we
report here we classify laboratory data using clustering techniques (ACProan enhanced version of Autoclass) and providethe planetary scientists with a rapid,
visually oriented methodof evaluating the underlying chemical and mineralogical information contained
within the clusters. Weshow how clustering can be
used to identify interesting rock samples and estimate
the compressionthat using such a system can achieve.

Introduction
In the near future NASA
intends to explore various regious of our solar system using robotic devices such
as rovers, spacecraft, airplanes, and/or balloons. Such
platforms will likely carry imaging devices, and a variety of analytical instruments intended to evaluate
the chemical and mineralogical nature of the environment(s) that they encounter. Historically, mission operations have involved:
return of scientific data from the craft;
evaluation of the data by space scientists;
recommendationsof the scientists regarding future
mission activity;
transmission of commandsto the craft; and
activity by the craft in response to those commands.
This cycle is then repeated for the duration of the mission with commandopportunities once or perhaps twice
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per day. In a rapidly changing environment, such as
might be encountered by a rover traversing hundreds
of meters a day or a spacecraft encountering an asteroid, an operation cycle of this nature is not amenable
to rapid long range traverses, discovery of novelty, or
rapid response to any unexpected situations. In addition to real-time response issues, there are issues related to data volume. Modern imaging and/or spectroscopic devices can generate enormous amounts of
data. Data volumes during a typical traverse can easily exceed on-board memory capabilities
and communicatious bandwidth available for transmission back to
Earth. This implies that some decisions regarding data
selection and acquisition must be made on board the
spacecraft. These decisions are distinct from electromechanical control, health, and navigation issues associated with robotic operations. They anticipate a long
term goal of automating scientific discovery based upon
data returned by sensors of the robot craft. Such an approach would eventually enable it to understand what is
interesting because the data deviates from expectations
generated by current theories/models of planetary processes that could have resulted in the observed data.
Such interesting data and/or conclusions can then be
selectively transmitted to Earth thus reducing memory
and communications demands.
Here we report on one aspect of research that begins to address such on-board science understanding
issues. Wefocus upon analysis and understanding of
a data set intended to represent one which might be
obtained by a robotic craft. This data consists of an
extensive laboratory effort characterizing the amount
of incident light that is reflected by the samples at visual and near-infrared (0.2-3 micrometer) wavelengths.
From a geologic or planetary science perspective knowledge regarding the current rocks, minerals, and/or ices
present on a surface, and their spatial and temporal distribution provide evidence regarding what evolutionary
processes have been acting on a particular body and
over what geological time scales.
Derivation of mineralogy or composition from reflectance spectra has involved a variety of qualitative,
semi-quantitative,
and quantitative approaches. One
qualitative approach is spectral curve matching where
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a comparison of the unknown spectrum to a catalog
of some reference suite of spectra is performed (see
(Gaffey et al. 1993) and references therein). This
provides rapid identification of candidate minerals, but
typically suffers from poor definitions of what a good
match is, what a match actually implies, and incompleteness of comparison libraries. A semi-quantitative
approach is spectral feature matching (Gaffey et al.
1993). This involves isolating and matching individual spectral features rather than the entire spectral
curve. For spectra having well defined and isolated
spectral features the interpretation is relatively unambiguous. However,for those spectra lacking clearly defined features, or mixtures where the features are no
longer isolated, there is more considerable ambiguity.
One quantitative approach relies upon empirical measurements of individual minerals and mixtures of these
with other minerals (e.g. (Cloutis et al. 1986; 1990;
Sunshine, Pieters, & Pratt 1990)). This approach relates diagnostic parameters (e.g. band area, band position, relative depths of bands, and relative spectral
slopes) quantitatively extracted from measured spectra
to the variables associated with a specific set of samples
(e.g. grain size, compositional, or mineral structural
variation). Interpretation of derived spectral parameters requires appropriate calibrations, the development
of which requires a major laboratory effort. As a result only a limited numberof calibrations exist. This
empirical approach may be augmented by an analytical approach that relies upon calculations of the reflectance spectrum from the optical constants of candidate minerals (e.g. (Clark & Roush 1984; Nelson 1989;
Cruikshank et al. 1993)). However, optical constants
of candidate minerals are sparse. Neural network classification has been applied to asteroid spectra, but was
not used to determine compositional information (Howell, Merenyi, & Lebofsky 1994; Merenyi et al. 1997).
Thus an unsupervised mineral classifier would eliminate someof the subjectivity of the qualitative or semiquantitative approaches while potentially eliminating
the continued reliance on extensive laboratory work required for the more quantitative approaches. Mixture
modelshave been successfully used to cluster spectra for
a range of other applications (e.g., (Goebel et al. 1989;
Adams, Smith, & Johnson 1986; Martin et al. 1996;
Garciaharo, Gilabert, & Melia 1996)).
Our initial goals were to classify the laboratory
data within the context of the KDDprocess (Fayyad,
Piatetsky-Shapiro,
& Smyth 1995). We applied clustering techniques and provided the planetary scientists
with a rapid, visually oriented method of evaluating
the underlying chemical and mineralogical information
contained within the clusters.
The Data Set
The laboratory data used was obtained from the US Geological Survey (USGS)and is described by (Clark et
al. 1990; 1993) and at http://speclab,
cr.usgs, gov.
It consists of approximately 500 spectra of individual
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minerals, plants, and elements. Manyindividual minerals provide a broad compositional sampling. In some
cases, reflectance measurementsof manydifferent grain
size separates of the same mineral are included within
the data set. In addition to the measured reflectances
of these samples, ancillary information such as chemical composition, specific mineral composition, grain size
determination, and assessment of sample purity is provided.
The measurementsconsisted of the relative light intensity for 488 wavelengths (or channels where each
channel is one wavelength of light). For example,
the spectrometer readings for the mineral Acmite (Aegirine)(Pyroxene group) were:
Channel [
0
Wavelength[ 0.205
Intensity
?

1
0.213
0.027

2
0.221
0.028

3
0.229
0.026

...
...
...

487
3.232
0.217

An Initial
Visualisation
The relative intensity readings for the 488 wavelengths
is called a spectrum. Wemay plot a graph of the relative intensity readings for each wavelength. For example, the spectrum for Acmite (Aegirine)(Pyroxene
group) is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1" The spectrum for Acmite
The USGSdata set consists of the spectra for 497 individual minerals, plants, and elements. These spectra
1range over such a broad range of shapes and albedos
that it is difficult, if not impossible, for even an expert
to determine from the spectra into which classes different minerals might fall.

Clustering the USGSData Set
Since the USGSdata set as a whole was complex and
difficult to understand, we decided that a first step towards understanding the data set would be to cluster
the spectra into groups where the spectra in each group
would hopefully be similar.
1Thealbedo is the ratio of the flux reflected from a surface to the flux that is incident uponit.

Clustering with ACPro
To cluster the 497 spectra, we used ACPro
(http://www.ultimode.com).
ACProis basedon the
successful
AutoClass
(Cheeseman
et al. 1988;Cheeseman & Stutz1995)and Snob(Wallace
& Boulton1968;
Wallace
1990;Oliver,
Baxter,
& Wallace
1996)research
program.%
andis beingdeveloped
withtheassistance
of the NASA AutoClassteam using a NASA commercialisation
award.Theseusemixture
models(Everitt
Hand1981;McLachlan
1992)to represent
clusters.
The
useof data-based
priordistributions
forparameter
valuesallows
automated
selection
of thenumber
of clusters
andforthemeans,variances
andrelative
abundance
of
theclusters
to havereasonable
values.
Problematic Issues for Clustering
Spectra
A major consideration when clustering the USGSdata
set was that there was a large number of attributes
(488), with a small number of records (497). This
to the problem that if we assumed a full covariance matrix there would have an extraordinary number of parameters to estimate (of the order ~ * 487 parameters
for each duster). Wetherefore assumed a multivariate Gaussian distribution with a restricted (diagonal)
covariance matrix.
An important feature of ACPro(available in Snob,
but not in Autoclass) is the ability to make attributes
of a cluster "irrelevant". This means that when an attribute’s characteristics within a cluster do not differ
significantly from the population attribute characteristics, the population characteristics serve as the "default" characteristics. This feature was important with
the current data sets since they had 488 attributes and
only 497 records. This provides a simple hierarchical
clustering model, and greatly reduces the number of
parameters to be estimated.
An Initial
Clustering
Out initial clustering was performed by using each of
the 488 channels as attributes, and each of the 497 rock
samples as records. ACProfound 30 clusters when applied to these data. Manyof the cluster found corresponded to recognized mineral groups or sub-groups,
but others were difficult to explain. For example, the
samples in cluster 0 were all olivine’s with associated
concentrations of FeO, MgOand Si02. On the other
hand, six of the 30 clusters produced were default (or
junk) clusters, whose samples lacked special properties
which fit nicely into other clusters.
Transforming
the Data
To investigate alternatives to clustering the raw data,
we considered transforms of the raw spectral data, and
clustered the transformed data using ACPro. Weconsidered two specific transformations:
* A difference operator -- here we let xi,j be the relative intensity reading for sample i (i ¯ [0, 496])
channel j (j ¯ [0, 487]). Welet Yij = xij+l - zi,j

for j ¯ [0, 486] and assumed the Yi,j followed a
multivariate Gauasian distribution with a diagonal
covariance matrix.
¯ A convex hull operator -- the background was removedto emphasize features in the spectra that corresponded to spectral lines. Such a procedure eliminates absolute reflectance information, but focuses on
isolating specific sample absorption bands that are
superposed upon this continuum. The background
removal process involved a 3-channel running average
to suppress noise spikes followed by a ’convex hull operator’ (Grove, Hook, & Paylor II 1992). The convex
hull operator estimates a series of straight line segments to local maximain the reflectance spectrum.
The values of the reflectance spectrum are subtracted
from this mathematical estimate of a continuum (i.e.
no absorption) thus eliminating albedo information
yet identifying and isolating regions within the reflectance spectrum where absorptions are located.
Clustering
the Differenced
Data ACPro found
20 dusters when applied to the Yij. Some of these
clearly are related to specific samples that share a commonproperty in composition. However, approximately
half of the clusters represent default groupings, mixing
manysamples of sharing little or no commonproperties.
Clustering
the Convex Hull Data ACPro found
45 clusters when applied to data transformed by the
convex hull operator of which 22 are shownin Figure 2.
The spectral properties within the clusters were generally very good and only four clusters represented default groupings. Of the 16 plants contained in the data,
10 are contained in duster 16 and 4 in cluster 17. The
spectra in both clusters have very similar overall shapes
but the distinction between the clusters appears to be
related to the strength of the broad reflectance minimumnear 1.0 #m. Cluster 21 consists entirely of the
sulfate mineral jarosite. Manyclusters consist of materials with similar overall spectral shape but distinctively
different albedo levels, e.g. cluster 4 and 5. This suggests that future analyses should also retain information
regarding absolute albedo information.
Visualising
the Clusters
In addition to evaluating the spectral characteristics of
each cluster, the ACProVlsualiser also allows the geologist to investigate the ancillary compositional information contained within the data. An example is provided
in Figure 3 which is a histogram of the Fe203 content
of as a function of each cluster. One can rapidly determine that cluster 36 has the highest content.
Clusters with low concentrations of Fe203 are not
shown in the histogram. Alternatively the composition of each duster can be investigated. An example is
provided in Figure 4 which shows the elemental abundances determined for cluster 20. The dominance of
FeO, A1203, and Si02 suggest that these are Almandine garnets with minor elemental substitutions of Mg,
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Figure 2:22 Clusters from the Convex Hull Clustering
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Figure 4: The Elemental Abundances for Cluster 20
Figure 3: The Average Fe20s Content for each Cluster
Containing Fe20a
Ca, and Mn. A more complete examination
clusters is currently underway.

of the

Compression of the USGSData Set
Wenow consider the problem of compressing the spectral data for communicationto Earth. Clustering models (specifically mixture models used by ACPro)such
the ones described here may be used for data compression (Wallace & Boulton 1968; Cover & Thomas1991).
Weassume that the relative light intensity for each of
the 488 channels is measured to an accuracy of 0.0005.
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Table 1 gives details for the compression rates on the
USGSdata set for the three data sets we describe. The
original data set could be encoded in 2,616,343 bits,
while the convex hull transformed data could be encoded in 1,814,786 bits.
Discussion
The interpretation of the clusters found and the results
in Table 1 lead us to the following conclusions:
¯ The difference operator was inappropriate for this application since it led to a clustering whichwasdifficult
to interpret, and it didn’t compressthe data.
¯ The convex hull operator was very useful for this ap-

Raw
Data

Differenced
Data

Convex
Hull Data

Bits with no
clustering
2,616,343 2,865,5972,155,346
# clusters
30
20
45
Bits using
clustering
2,202,369 2,716,1241,814,786
Table 1: Bits to Transmit the USGSData Set.
plication since it could be explained by planetary scieutists at NASA,and it led to compression of the
data.

Conclusion
Wedeveloped a system for the analysis of rock spectra
using clustering techniques. Weclustered the USGS
laboratory data using ACProand provided the planetary scientists at NASAAmeswith a rapid, visually
oriented method of evaluating the underlying chemical and mineralogical information contained within the
clusters. In addition, we found that clustering was useful for the compression of spectral data for communication to Earth.
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